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ESSENCE OF THE PROJECT
The project is trying to eliminate outsourcing manufacturing costs by providing startups a
manufacturing alternative in their countries (starting in the USA).
-The Lab (as the ﬁrst prototype factory will be called) will oﬀer startups state of the art
manufacturing technics enrolling A.I., Robotics and Distributed ledger technologies in order to
create far more eﬃcient production chain by reducing recalls from an industry average of 20%
down to 1%. The partnership with startups does not limit to manifucturing, the clients will have the
ability to outsource their Administration, Logistics, marketing etc.
The Lab is their focus and the ﬂagship of the project.
-Another income stream is the ability given to established industry players to replicate the
eﬃcient process of the Lab. The factory will serve as demonstration of the technology’s abilities.
-Lastly, they will oﬀer the ability to established players for vertical industry sell oﬀs. Meaning
exclusivity in manufacturing with the lab’s processes in a given industry.
Blockchain will be used as a transparency and security vehicle for the logistics of the project. It is
also stated that they want to be able to leverage the technology as a liquidity provider via
partnership or third party. Example: At Nexo you can oﬀer crypto as collateral and get a ﬁat credit
line from those crypto assets.
The Project also wants too incorporate DApps and oracle technology. From the WP:
"DApps development and incubation, is going to be a vital component in the Ophelius Labs
ecosystem. Along with Oracles, we plan to develop a comprehensive and dynamic ecosystem
servicing all aspects of a company’s needs. For example: Human Resources, Purchasing, Shipping,
Receiving, AP/AR, Assembly Line, so on and so forth."
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